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is a 1998 survival horror video game developed and published by Capcom for the PlayStation. It is a prequel to Metal Gear Solid. In 1998, Capcom released the first sequel, in which
the game was a reboot of the MetalGear Solutions series. In 2000, the second part appeared, Metal Trilogy: Solid State, a continuation of the Metall Gear series, combining the games
Metal Pest and Metal Coil. The action takes place after the events of Metal Mania. The plot is based on the confrontation between Cassidy and Ashford, an action and detective story

that tells about the creation of "Metal Maniacs", the first robot. The plot continues the events that took place in Metalmania. Events take place after MetalMania, but the time of the post-
apocalypse. Ashford tries to find a way to stop the Primordial Beast, the main antagonist of MetalPest. Together with Cassid and Pandora, Ashford looks for a way to get rid of

"Metsgammam", another creation of the Original Beast. The gameplay has not changed much, but the appearance has changed, and the arsenal of weapons has also been expanded.
Ashford acted as the main antagonist in the second part, Ashford's opponent was a female terminator. Ashford is confronted by Dane, a former soldier under Saunders' command and

the main antagonist of Metalpest. A new location was also introduced - "Killers Hill", with which the gameplay was associated. Ashford and Cassida meet a ghostly woman who is
presumed to be Riley's mother, who escaped to Earth from an alien ship, and Riley. Cassida's mother Norma also appears, who appears before the players in two guises - the daughter

and daughter of Cassie, while Ashford is a man, a former soldier, to confront her daughter. After Ashford kills Dane, a female monster appears out of nowhere and decides to kill them
both. Ashford and Cass-de-en-el manage to escape, and the Terminator then appears several more times in subsequent parts. One of the Metal Hyped maps that the player must

overcome at the start of the game calls Ashford to kill Dane. Throughout the game, hidden places can be found
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